We describe in-medium properties of hadrons in dense matter near chiral restoration using a Wilsonian matching to QCD of an effective field theory with hidden local symmetry at the chiral cutoff Λ. We find that chiral symmetry is restored in vector manifestationà la Harada and Yamawaki at a critical matter density nc. We express the critical density in terms of QCD correlators in dense matter at the matching scale. In a manner completely analogous to what happens at the critical N c f and at the critical temperature T c , the vector meson mass is found to vanish (in the chiral limit) at chiral restoration. This result provides a support for Brown-Rho scaling predicted a decade ago.
It was proposed in [1, 2] that the vector manifestation (VM) scenario of Harada and Yamawaki [3] for the realization of chiral symmetry in strongly interacting systems which was shown to be valid for large number of flavors N f should be also applicable to high density (or high temperature) hadronic matter relevant to the interior of compact stars (or relativistic heavy-ion process) and that as a consequence, the scaling behavior of vector mesons in medium proposed by Brown and Rho [4] near chiral restoration critical density n c (or temperature T c ) follows from VM. That the vector meson mass vanishes in the chiral limit at the critical temperature T c in accordance with the VM mode was recently shown to hold by Harada and Sasaki [5] . In this paper, we supply the arguments to suggest that the same phenomenon occurs in density, namely that at n = n c , the vector meson mass vanishes in the chiral limit.
We begin by giving a brief summary of the key arguments as to how VM figures in the properties of hadrons in medium.
To study how hadrons behave in dense (hot) medium starting from normal conditions, one resorts to effective field theories with Lagrangians that have the assumed symmetry properties of QCD. Such Lagrangians are constructed so as to describe low-energy interactions of hadrons in medium-free vacuum. As one increases the density (temperature), that is, as the scale is changed, the flow of the given theory is not unique even though the symmetries remain unchanged. As shown by Harada and Yamawaki [6] , the effective field theory with hidden local symmetry (HLS) [7] can flow to two or more different fixed points depending upon how the parameters of the Lagrangian are dialed. It turns out that if the bare parameters of the Lagrangian are matchedà la Wilson to QCD at the chiral scale Λ χ ∼ 4πf π (where f π is the pion decay constant) above the vector meson mass -based on the systematic chiral perturbation with HLS [8] [9] [10] [11] , then the flow comes out to be unique with the fixed point [6] . This implies that the different flows typically present in all effective field theories, even if consistent with the symmetries of QCD, may not correctly represent QCD dynamics unless the bare parameters of the effective Lagrangian are matched at an appropriate scale, say, Λ χ , with QCD. Most remarkably though, when the HLS theory is matched with QCD, Wilsonian renormalization group equations (RGEs) show that the mass parameter M ρ of the vector meson and the hidden gauge coupling parameter g do flow to zero together with the pion decay constant f π going to zero at the chiral restoration point realizing what is referred to as "vector manifestation (VM)" and consequently the vector meson pole mass which is given in terms of the parameters M ρ and g vanishes at the critical point with the multiplet of vector mesons decoupling. This has been shown to be what happens at N f = N c f ∼ 5 for T = 0 [3] and T = T c ∼ 250 MeV for N f = 3 [5] .
To set up the arguments for the density problem, we consider a system of hadrons in the background of a filled Fermi sea. For the moment, we consider the Fermi sea as merely a background, side-stepping the question of how the Fermi sea is formed from a theory defined in a matter-free vacuum. Imagine that mesons -the pion and the ρ meson -are introduced in HLS theory [7] with a cutoff set at the scale, say, Λ χ . Since we are dealing with dense fermionic matter, we will need to introduce the degrees of freedom associated with baryons or alternatively constituent quarks (or quasiquarks). At low density, say, n <ñ, withñ being some density greater than n 0 , the precise value of which cannot be pinned down at present, we may choose the cutoff Λ 0 below the nucleon mass, m N ∼ 1 GeV, but above the ρ mass m ρ = 770 MeV and integrate out all the baryons. In this case, the bare parameters of the HLS Lagrangian will depend upon the density n (or equivalently Fermi momentum P F ) since the baryons that are integrated out carry information about the baryon density through their interactions in the full theory with the baryons within the Fermi sea. Once the baryons are integrated out, we will then be left with the standard HLS Lagrangian theory with the NG and gauge boson fields only except that the bare parameters of the effective Lagrangian will be density-dependent. It should be noticed that the cutoff can also be density dependent. However, in general, the density-dependence of the cutoff is not related to those of the bare parameters by the RGEs. For T > 0 and n = 0 this difference appears from the "intrinsic" temperature dependence introduced in Ref. [5] which was essential for the VM to occur at the chiral restoration point.
As density increases beyondñ, the fermions will however start figuring explicitly, that is, the fermion field will be present below the cutoffΛ(n >ñ). The reason is that as density approaches the chiral restoration point, the constituent-quark (called quasiquark) picture -which seems to be viable even in matter-free space [12] -becomes more appropriate [2] and the quasiquark mass drops rapidly, ultimately vanishing (in the chiral limit) at the critical point. This picture has been advocated by several authors in a related context [13] .
We now describe in some detail how the above scenario takes place. As a simple albeit unrealistic case in dense matter, consider the fermionic degrees of freedom to be baryons with a mass scale above the cutoff for all densities up to the chiral restoration density. In this case we can integrate out the baryons and take, as in [3, 5, 6] , the standard HLS model based on the G global × H local symmetry, where
R is the global chiral symmetry and H = SU(N f ) V is the HLS. When the kinetic term of gauge bosons of H local is ignored, the HLS model is reduced to the nonlinear sigma model based on G/H, with G global × H local broken down to the diagonal sum which is the flavor symmetry H of G/H. In the HLS model the basic quantities are the gauge bosons ρ µ = ρ a µ T a of the HLS and two SU(N f )-matrix valued variables ξ L and ξ R . They are parameterized as ξ L,R = e iσ/Fσ e ∓iπ/Fπ , where π = π a T a denote the pseudoscalar Nambu-Goldstone (NG) bosons associated with the spontaneous breaking of G and σ = σ a T a the NG bosons absorbed into the HLS gauge bosons ρ µ which are identified with the vector mesons. F π and F σ are relevant decay constants, and the parameter a is defined as
where g is the HLS gauge coupling, and L µ and R µ denote the external gauge fields gauging the G global symmetry. The HLS Lagrangian is given by [7] 
where L kin (ρ µ ) denotes the kinetic term of ρ µ and
As stated above, the three parameters of the Lagrangian F π , F σ (or a) and g will depend on density. Since Lorentz invariance is broken, distinction has to be made between the temporal and spatial components of the constants in Eq. (1). We will ignore the difference for the moment. Below this will be justified. For the moment continuing with Eq. (1), we need to match Eq. (1) with QCD to define the bare Lagrangian for the effective theory. To determine the bare parameters, we set the matching scale at Λ ≈ Λ χ below which only the HLS degrees of freedom are present and extend the Wilsonian matching [10] , which was originally proposed for T = n = 0 in Ref. [10] and extended to non-zero temperature in Ref. [5] , to non-zero density. We match the axialvector and vector-current correlators in the HLS with those derived in the OPE for QCD at non-zero density. The correlators in the HLS around the matching scale M = Λ (where M is the renormalization scale * ) are well described by the same forms as those at T = n = 0 [10] with the bare parameters having the "intrinsic" density dependence † :
where
is the bare ρ mass, and z 1,2,3 (Λ; n) are the bare coefficient parameters of the relevant O(p 4 ) terms [9, 10] , all at M = Λ. Since the Lorentz non-invariant terms in the current correlators by the OPE are suppressed by some powers of n/Λ 3 (see, e.g. Ref. [15] ), we ignore them from both the hadronic and QCD sectors. Matching the above correlators with those by the OPE in the same way as done for T = n = 0 [10] , we determine the bare parameters that include what we shall call "intrinsic" density dependence, which are then converted into those of the on-shell parameters through the Wilsonian RGE's [3, 10] . As a result, the parameters appearing in the hadronic density corrections have the intrinsic density dependence. Now, to study the chiral restoration in dense matter, we assume that we can do in the fermion-less theory the Wilsonian matching at the critical density n c for N f = 3 assuming thatapproaches to 0 (continuously) ‡ for n → n c . Then, the axial-vector and vector-current correlators given by OPE in the QCD sector approach each other, and will agree at n c . Then through the Wilsonian matching we require that the correlators in Eq. (3) agree with each other. As in the case of large N f [3] and in the case of T ∼ T c [5] , this agreement can be satisfied also in dense matter if the following conditions are met:
Next we need to consider how these parameters flow as the scale parameter is varied. The flows are obtained by solving the RGEs for the parameters. The RGEs for the parameters of the HLS theory as the scale M is varied were derived in Refs. [17, 3, 6] with the effect of quadratic divergences included. These equations describe the flow of the parameters for dense system for a fixed chemical potential µ (or density n) § . They show that a = 1, g = 0 and X = 1 with X defined by
are fixed points. Thus at µ = µ c , given the bare parameters (4) at the matching scale Λ, both g and a flow to the fixed point. The RGEs given in Refs. [17, 3, 6] then imply that at µ = µ c , g = 0 and a = 1 remain unchanged as M is varied. Now what about F π (M) which cannot be fixed by requiring only the agreement between the vector and axial-vector current correlators? As we will discuss in more detail later, in the absence of the hadronic denseloop corrections F π (M = 0; µ c ) = 0 is obtained from the fact that X = 1 is a fixed point and corresponds to the pion decay constant f π (µ c ) = 0. Thus the chiral transition in high density will coincide with the VM. As stated, as density is raised -and in particular near the critical density on which we will focus, we expect the fermionic degrees of freedom to figure explicitly below the cutoff at which the Wilsonian matching is effected. In ‡ We are assuming that the transition is not strongly first order. If it is strongly first order, some of the arguments used in this paper may need qualifications. We note that, in the presence of the current quark mass, the quark condensate is shown to decrease rapidly but continuously around the "phase transition" point [16] .
§ We are using density n and chemical potential µ interchangeably. In the case of nearly massless quasiquarks near chiral restoration, µ ≈ PF .
principle, to account for the fermionic degrees of freedom below the scale M = Λ(µ) for a given µ >μ, we may introduce either light baryons with a running mass that drops with density or, more appropriately, constituent quarks with masses scaling with density as suggested by Riska and Brown [13] . We adopt the latter in this paper.
We introduce the quasiquark field ψ below the scale Λ(µ) for µ ≥μ into the Lagrangian. A chiral Lagrangian for π with the constituent quark (quasiquark) was given in Ref. [18] . Here we extend the Lagrangian to the one with the HLS. The quasiquark field ψ is introduced in the Lagrangian in such a way that it transforms homogeneously under the HLS: ψ → h(x)·ψ where h(x) ∈ H local . Since we consider the model near chiral phase transition point where the quasiquark mass is expected to become small, we assign O(p) to the constituent-quark (quasiquark) mass m q . Furthermore, we assign O(p) to the chemical potential µ or the Fermi momentum P F , since we consider that the cutoff is larger than µ even near the phase transition point. Using this counting scheme we can make the systematic expansion in the HLS with the quasiquark included. We should note that this counting scheme is different from the one in the model for π and baryons given in Ref. [19] where the baryon mass is counted as O (1) . The leading order Lagrangian including one quasiquark field and one anti-quasiquark field is counted as O(p) and given by
where D µ ψ = (∂ µ − igρ µ )ψ and κ and λ are constants to be specified later. At one-loop level the Lagrangian (6) generates the O(p 4 ) contributions including hadronic dense-loop effects as well as divergent effects. The divergent contributions are renormalized by the parameters, and thus the RGEs for three leading order parameters F π , a and g (and parameters of O(p 4 ) Lagrangian) are modified from those without quasiquark field. In addition, we need to consider the renormalization group flow for the quasiquark mass m q * * . Calculating one-loop contributions for RGEs in M for a given µ, we find
The constants κ and λ will also run such that at µ = µc, κ = λ = 1 while at µ < µc, κ = λ. The running will be small near nc, so we will ignore their running here.
M dg
For µ >μ below which the quasiquarks enter, the cutoff will be different from that without. However the matching conditions (4) will remain the same. Now eq. (7) shows that (g , a) = (0 , 1) is a fixed point only when m q = 0. Since m q = 0 itself is a fixed point of the RGE for m q , (g , a , m q ) = (0 , 1 , 0) is a fixed point of the coupled RGEs for g, a and m q . Furthermore and most importantly, X = 1 becomes the fixed point of the RGE for X [6] . This means that at the fixed point, F π (0) = 0 [see Eq. (5)]. What does this mean in dense matter? To see what this means, we note that for T = µ = 0, this F π (0) = 0 condition is satisfied for a given number of flavors N cr f ∼ 5 through the Wilsonian matching [3] . For N f = 3, µ = 0 and T = 0, this condition is never satisfied due to thermal hadronic corrections [5] . Remarkably, as we show in Appendix B, for N f = 3, T = 0 and µ = µ c , it turns out that dense hadronic corrections vanish up to O(p 6 ) corrections. Therefore the fixed point X = 1 (i.e., F π (0) = 0) does indeed signal chiral restoration at the critical density.
Let us here focus on what happens to hadrons at and very near the critical point µ c . This problem can be easily addressed with the machinery developed above. To do this we define, following [5] , the "on-shell" quantities (8) where M ρ is determined from the "on-shell condition":
Then, the parameter M ρ in this paper is renormalized in such a way that it becomes the pole mass at µ = 0. We first look at the "on-shell" pion decay constant f π . At µ = µ c , it is given by
where ∆ is dense hadronic contribution arising from fermion loops involving (6). As we shall show explicitly in Appendix B, up to O(p 6 ) in the power counting, ∆(µ c ) = 0 at the fixed point (g, a, m q ) = (0, 1, 0). Thus
Since
and at the matching scale Λ, F 2 π (Λ; µ c ) is given by a QCD correlator at µ = µ c , µ c can be computed from
Note that in free space, this is the equation that determines N c f ∼ 5 [3] . In order for this equation to have a solution at the critical density, it is necessary that F 2 π (Λ; µ c )/F 2 π (Λ; 0) ∼ 3/5. We do not have at present a reliable estimate of the density dependence of the QCD correlator to verify this condition but the decrease of F π of this order in medium looks quite reasonable.
Next we compute the ρ pole mass near µ c . The details of the calculation are given in Appendix C. Here we just quote the result. With the inclusion of the fermionic dense loop terms, the pole mass, for M ρ , m q P F , is of the form
At µ = µ c , we have g = 0 and a = 1 so that M ρ (µ) = 0 and since G(µ c ) is non-singular, m ρ = 0. Thus the fate of the ρ meson at the critical density is the same as that at the critical temperature. This is our main result. It is noted [3] that although conditions for g(Λ; n) and a(Λ; n) in Eq. (4) coincided with the Georgi's vector limit [20] † † , the VM should be distinguished from Georgi's vector realization [20] .
So far we have focused on the critical density at which the Wilsonian matching clearly determines g = 0 and a = 1 without knowing much about the details of the current correlators. Here we consider how the parameters flow as function of chemical potential µ. In the low density region, we expect that the "intrinsic" density dependence of the bare parameters is small. If we ignore the intrinsic density effect, we may then resort to MorleyKislinger (MS) theorem 2 [22] (sketched and referred for definiteness to as "MK theorem" in Appendix A) which states that given an RGE in terms of M, one can simply † † It was suggested in [21] that the Georgi vector limit was relevant to chiral restoration. Here we note that the chiral transition involves both the vector limit and the vanishing of the pion decay constant. A non-zero pion decay constant with the vector limit is not consistent with low-energy theorems.
trade
, and so on. It should be stressed that the MK theorem presumably applies in the given form to "fundamental theories" such as QED but not without modifications to effective theories such as the one we are considering. The principal reason is that there is a change of relevant degrees of freedom from above Λ where QCD variables are relevant to below Λ where hadronic variables figure. Consequently we do not expect Eq. (16) to apply in the vicinity of µ c . Specifically, near the critical point, the "intrinsic" density dependence of the bare theory will become indispensable and the naive application of Eq. (16) (16) is naively applied, that g(µ) = 0 for all µ. This is obviously incorrect ‡ ‡ . Near the critical density the "intrinsic" density dependence should be included in the RGE: Noting that Eq. (16) is for, e.g., g(M = µ; µ), we can write down the RGE for g corrected by the "intrinsic" density dependence as
where the first term in the right-hand-side reproduces Eq. (16) and the second term appears due to the "intrinsic" density dependence. Note that g = 0 is a fixed point when the second term is neglected (this follows from (16)), and the presence of the second term makes ‡ ‡ The RGEs (16) were recently studied in [23] with the nucleons incorporated as explicit fermionic degrees of freedom. g = 0 be no longer the fixed point of Eq. (17) § § . The second term can be determined from QCD through the Wilsonian matching. However, we do not presently have reliable estimate of the µ dependence of the QCD correlators. Analyzing the µ dependence away from the critical density in detail requires a lot more work, so we relegate this issue to a later publication.
The Wilsonian matching of the correlators at Λ = Λ χ allows one to see how the ρ mass scales very near the critical density (or temperature). For this purpose, it suffices to look at the intrinsic density dependence of M ρ . We find that close to µ c
which implies that
Here the star denotes density dependence. Note that Equation (19) is consistent with the "Nambu scaling" or more generally with sigma-model scaling. How this scaling fares with nature is discussed in [2] . The following observations can be drawn from this work.
• The parameters of BR scaling Lagrangian [4] could be identified with those of HLS Lagrangian that are Wilsonian-matched at the matching scale and flow to the fixed point (g, a, m q ) = (0, 1, 0) with increasing density. An interesting question here is: How is the BR scaling which is related to Landau Fermi liquid interaction at normal matter density (reviewed in [2] ) interpreted in terms of the HLS flow?
• It seems plausible that the density-dependent vector meson mass that arises via a Higgs mechanism in the color-flavor locking discussed in [1, 2] refers to M ρ (µ), namely the part that reflects what was interpreted in [2] as "sliding vacuum." This is the Lorentz-invariant piece of the mass. The physical pole mass should contain also the dense loop corrections that take into account the velocity v = 1.
• The "intrinsic" density dependence that is governed by the Wilsonian matching with QCD and the VM fixed points, as in the case of "intrinsic" temperature dependence discussed by Harada and Sasaki [5] , is mostly, if not completely, missing in § § The condition g(µc; µc) = 0 follows from the fixed point of the RGE in M, but it is not a fixed point of the RGE in µ. most of the model descriptions published in the literature. For instance, the prescription of replacing m V by m V near chiral restoration in the RappWambach approach as described in [24, 25] -which seemed ad hoc at the time those papers were written -reflects what is lacking in the Rapp-Wambach formulation near chiral restoration and may be justified by the "sliding vacuum" effect.
• The notion of density dependence of the cutoff and the Morley-Kislinger procedure invoked here in the low density region imply that the cutoff used in effective field theories should drop as density is increased. This supports the early suggestion of Adami and Brown [26] that the cutoff in in-medium NJL model should be density dependent.
To summarize, we have shown that the vector manifestation (VM) is realized in dense matter at the chiral restoration with the vector meson mass m ρ going to zero in the chiral limit. Thus the VM is universal in the sense that it occurs at N . This scenario is characterized by the common feature that at the chiral transition, the longitudinal component of the ρ meson joins the pion into a degenerate multiplet, a scenario which differs from the standard sigma model scenario. Since the gauge coupling constant g is to go to zero near the critical point, the dropping-mass vector meson will become sharper with vanishing width, a phenomenon which cannot be accessed by a strong-coupling theory valid at low density that involves an expanding width [27] .
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APPENDIX A: MK THEOREM
In this appendix we sketch how to go from the RGEs in M to the RGEs in µ [22] . As noted in the text, the reasoning is applicable to fundamental theories such as QED or QCD (in weak-coupling sector), but not without modifications to effective theories such as HLS except perhaps for low temperature or low density.
Denote the renormalized thermodynamic potential
Since the thermodynamic potential (or pressure) has a mass dimension 4, it should satisfy the identity
By combining (A.1) and (A.3), we can obtain
In the low density region we expect that the "intrinsic" density dependence of the bare theory is small, and thus we introduce the following ansatz
where,
with the conditions
APPENDIX B: PION DECAY CONSTANT
In this Appendix, we show how the dense hadronic corrections to the pion decay constant vanish at µ = µ c . The relevant Lagrangian involving quasiquark fields at O(p) is given in Eq. (6). Here we also include the following O(p 2 ) Lagrangian Our convention and notations in this and succeeding appendices are:
is the pion velocity. The rest frame of the medium will be indicated by u µ = (1, 0). In terms of the axial-vector-axial-vector two-point functions Π µν ⊥ , the temporal and spatial components of the pion decay constant are given by
where F is the π wave function renormalization constant. According to the analysis of Ref. [19] in dense matter, this F is nothing but f t π : * * * For N f = 2, the cA1-term and cA2-term are not independent. We can set, e.g., cA2 = 0 without loss of generality.
We wish to compute the f t,s π in HLS including the quasiquark terms. In HLS, the correlator tensors are
where Π µν ⊥ (p 0 , p) denotes the hadronic dense/thermal corrections we are interested in. On-shell for the pion, we have 6) and v is the pion velocity in dense medium
Here inside Π ⊥ we replacedω with ω, since the difference is of higher order. Substituting Eq. (B.5) into Eq. (B.2), we obtain To compute (B.8) and (B.9), we need to compute hadronic dense fluctuation (loop) terms given in Fig. 1  with (6) and (B.1) . The results are
where the subscript (n) with n = 1, 2 represents the contribution from the O(p n ) Langrangian and
Here ∆ D (k) and ∆ F (k) are given by 12) with P F being the Fermi momentum of the quasiquark. Now an explicit calculation gives 
As for contributions at O(p 5 ) from (B.1), the results are
In the small mass limit m q P F , the corrections in Eqs. (B.15) and (B.16) go as
Thus at the fixed point (g, a, m q ) = (0, 1, 0), the hadronic dense loop corrections vanish. This means that we have no contributions to f t,s π from dense loop terms at the critical point. Similarly there are no hadronic dense loop corrections to the pion velocity, so we recover v = 1 at the critical point.
APPENDIX C: VECTOR MESON MASS
In this appendix, we give details of the derivation of Eq. (14) that represents the hadronic dense corrections to the vector meson mass. The relevant piece of Lagrangian that is additional to (6) is of O(p 2 ) and has the form 
, the cV 1-term and cV 2-term are not independent. We can set, e.g., cV 2 = 0 without loss of generality.
As before, the subscript (n) for n = 1, 2 represents the contribution from the O(p n ) Lagrangian. It is convenient to decompose Π µν V into the following four independent pieces:
where the polarization tensors are defined in a standard way
the propagator of the field V is expressed as 
we obtain the corrections to the vector meson pole mass as Note that up to O(p 6 ) corrections, the longitudinal and transverse pole masses are the same. This is the reason for the Lorentz invariant structure of the ρ mass in Eq. (14) .
